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ABSTRACT

xperiments were performed to elucidate the decomposition performed by

-

t

the human visual system in the segregation of complex motion stimuli into dis

inct moving surfaces. Subjects were presented with achromatic patterns consist-

d

ing of four types of elements, generated from two binary Julesz patterns (random

ot checkerboards). The luminance of each of the four region classes was under

-

i

program control. Animated sequences of such images were produced by displac

ng each of the two generating patterns in opposite directions on a frame by

e

p

frame basis. These displays evoke a wide variety of percepts, depending on th

rogrammed luminance values, including motion in a single direction, simultane-

d

ous motions of transparent sheets in opposite directions, dynamic noise with no

irectional component, or any combination of the above percepts. A theory is
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resented which relates the strengths of these percepts to the amplitudes of the

-

u

components in the perceptual decomposition. The experiments described meas

red thresholds for seeing noise or "twinkling" in addition to the multiple

s

p

motions, with the goal of determining the particular signal transformation

receding motion analysis. The results are consistent with a motion extraction

T

mechanism which operates on a linear representation of the input imagery.

hese results extend a similar finding due to Anstis and Mather (1985), and call

R

into question the interpretation of a recent study by Stoner, Allbright and

amachandran (1990).

1. INTRODUCTION

Human observers are sensitive to visual motion over a wide range of spatial

d

and temporal parameters, despite the fact that animal studies indicate that indivi-

ual neurons early in the visual pathway only respond over a restricted range of

d

parameters. It can as yet only be speculated how motion information from

ifferent spatial and temporal "channels" might be integrated by decision-making

i

processes. This process is further complicated by the fact that the visual system

s not merely concerned with detecting isolated events, but must interpret a com-

s

p

plex input stream generated by a multiplicity of objects in the environment. Thi

aper attempts to shed some light on the details of the mechanism by which the

brain is able to segment individual objects, even when they occupy the same
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-

s

region of visual space, as occurs in the phenomenon known as visual tran

parency.

The word "transparency" has a slightly different connotation in the study of

o

vision than in colloquial usage. One say a pane of glass is transparent because

ne can see through it; the term visual transparency, on the other hand, refers to

p

a situation where one sees both the glass and the objects behind it, which is

erhaps more properly described by the term "translucency." Here the term

-

p

visual transparency is used in a broad sense to describe a situation where multi

le surfaces or objects are perceived at a single visual location.

-

H

It is possible to evoke a perception of transparency in static images (Tudor

art, 1928), and some general constraints on the luminance relations have been

,

1

described (Metelli, 1970, 1974, 1985; Metelli, Da Pos and Cavedon, 1985; Beck

978, 1985, 1986; Beck, Prazdny and Ivry, 1984; Brill, 1984, 1986; Masin,

f

t

1984; Beck and Ivry, 1988; Adelson, 1990; Kersten, 1991). The perception o

ransparency can often be enhanced when differences in motion help to segregate

-

d

the two surfaces. It is not strictly necessary to have two distinct surfaces to pro

uce motion transparency; for example, a shadow may move across an object,

-

l

yet the motion of the shadow, although it is seen, is not attributed to the under

ying object, nor is it attributed to the presence of a second surface. I will use

m

the term motion transparency to refer to a situation where multiple distinct

otions are seen at a single location; this may or may not be accompanied by
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.the perception of multiple surfaces at different depths

Motion transparency can arise in the natural world in a number of ways.

n

e

The example given above of shadows is one of the simplest and most commo

xamples. In this case, the stimulus can be described as the product of a

n

i

reflectance image (i.e., the object’s texture and/or coloration) and an illuminatio

mage (i.e. the spatial pattern of light and shadow). (In this paper the case of

s

colored shadows, which is significantly more complicated, will not be con-

idered.) This simple mathematical relationship also describes the physics of par-

s

tially transparent objects when there is no diffuse reflection, such as a projected

andwich of black-and-white transparencies. I shall refer to this situation as

multiplicative transparency.

Another example is that of specular reflection from glossy surfaces such as

,

s

leaves, fur, skin, hair, or cellophane. Specular reflection from a planar surface

uch as an air-water interface, produces a stimulus in which a reflected image is

f

combined additively with the images of submersed objects. On irregular sur-

aces, such as hair, the specular reflection usually takes the form of a distorted

n

o

image of the light source, often called a "highlight." In either case, the motio

f the reflected image is in general different from that of the reflecting object (or

t

the underwater objects in the case of water reflection). I shall refer to this situa-

ion as additive transparency.
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The final case to be considered occurs when a small opaque object or collec-

s

tion of objects moves in front of a larger object. Although this is not tran-

parency in the strict sense, the larger occluded object is often perceived without

q

interference from the small occluders. Indeed, a sensor tuned to low spatial fre-

uencies will respond to the large object and may be totally blind to the small

s

occluders. One example is when an object is viewed from behind a finely

paced network of twigs and branches. I shall use the term transparent occlu-

t

sion to refer to this situation. In figure 1, numerical examples are shown for

hese three distinct physical mechanisms in the special case where each of the

two patterns being combined is restricted to only two levels.

Transparency has also been observed in the laboratory using synthetic

-

s

stimuli which were created to study phenomena other than transparency. Adel

on and Movshon (1982) used an additive combination of sine wave gratings

o

differing in orientation (a plaid) to study integration of motion signals, and

bserved that the stimulus might be seen either as a single "coherent" pattern, or

"

"incoherently" as two individual components with different motions. The term

incoherent" in the plaid literature is synonymous with what is here called

n

(

motion transparency. A recent study by Stoner, Allbright and Ramachandra

1990) investigated the dependence of plaid coherence upon the rule used to

e

b

combine the component luminances. In previous studies, sine wave plaids hav

een created simply by adding the component luminances. Stoner et al. used
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o

s

square wave gratings, both to enhance the perception of transparency, and t

implify the simulation of a variety of physical situations, since the resulting

-

p

plaid patterns could be made up from only four grey levels. (When the com

onents have equal contrasts, the number of grey levels degenerates to three).

n

b

They found that they could influence the degree to which transparency was see

y manipulating the luminance of the intersection regions, and that transparency

s

(i.e. component motion) was most likely to be seen when the luminances

atisfied the physical constraints for multiplicative transparency or translucency

(with the possibility of a diffuse reflection component).

The results of Stoner et al. are somewhat surprising, since the multiplicative

p

plaids actually contain Fourier components moving in the pattern direction. The

uzzle traditionally associated with plaid stimuli is how the visual system deter-

-

g

mines the "pattern direction," which is seen when the plaid is perceived as a sin

le moving surface, since the earliest direction-selective neurons are presumed to

t

respond only to the individual Fourier components; when a plaid is made addi-

ively there are no Fourier components oriented perpendicular to the pattern

r

p

motion direction, and so cells in primary visual cortex which respond to thei

referred orientation moving in the direction of the pattern velocity will not be

d

activated by the plaid stimulus (assuming the pattern direction is sufficiently

ifferent from the component directions). It is somewhat paradoxical that adding

a stimulus component which by itself would be seen moving in the pattern
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!direction should inhibit the perception of coherent pattern motion

A key assumption that is seldom stated is that a linear representation of the

j

stimulus is maintained up until the site of motion analysis. If the plaid is sub-

ected to a logarithmic nonlinearity prior to motion analysis, however, then the

p

extra Fourier components moving in the pattern direction in a multiplicative

laid will be removed. Such a nonlinearity would similarly introduce additional

s

Fourier components in the form of distortion products to the representation of a

timulus created additively. Since direction-selective cells in striate cortex do

-

s

not generally respond to the pattern motion (Movshon, Adelson, Gizzi and New

ome; 1986), one might be tempted to conclude that there are no significant non-

g

linear distortions on the inputs to these cells (at least for the contrasts investi-

ated), although the data have not been analyzed specifically to test this

hypothesis.

The question of whether the motion system deals with a linear representation

s

of the stimulus is also germane to the motion analysis of unambiguous tran-

parent stimuli, such as shadows and highlights. When signals combine addi-

f

n

tively, as in the case of specular reflection, motion analysis following a bank o

arrowly tuned linear spatio-temporal filters will automatically segregate signals

t

i

originating from the reflected and transmitted images (assuming these componen

mages occupy non-overlapping frequency bands). Stimuli arising as the product

of two components, such as shadow illumination of a texture, will contain
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s

distortion products which will generate spurious motion signals, which are incon

istent with the motion of either component. If, on the other hand, the stimuli

,

t

are passed through a logarithmic transform prior to filtering and motion analysis

hen the product is transformed to a sum, and the shadows may now be treated

-

l

as was originally suggested that reflections might be. Such a compressive non

inearity would now introduce distortion products into the stimulus arising as the

d

additive combination of component patterns. Thus it would seem that it is

ifficult to design a system which can easily deal with both types of motion tran-

i

sparency which commonly occur in natural scenes. The experiments described

n this paper were performed in an attempt to determine which of the two stra-

tegies described above might be employed by the human visual system.

The general approach employed in the present study was to synthesize

c

stimuli corresponding to a variety of combination rules, including ones

orresponding to the simple physical mechanisms described above. A base pat-

n

tern was made by combining oppositely moving random dot textures; the lumi-

ances of the individual elements could then be set in different ways to simulate

-

b

the different combination mechanisms. Within this framework, it was also possi

le to create a wide range of stimuli which did not correspond to any simple

g

a

physical mechanism. Preliminary observations indicated that stimuli simulatin

dditive or multiplicative transparency generally evoked a percept of two sheets

of random texture sliding smoothly over one another; some synthetic stimuli,
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s

however, evoked a sensation of noise or "twinkling" in addition to the two tran

parent motions. This suggested the hypothesis that the motion system was per-

s

forming a particular decomposition on the stimulus, and that the part of the

timulus which was leftover after the leftward and rightward components had

2

been categorized was responsible for the perception of "twinkle."

. STIMULI

Unlike plaids, the transparent stimuli used in the present study were made

t

u

by combining two-dimensional components whose individual motions were no

nambiguous; in this case the resulting stimulus has no physically plausible

g

p

"coherent" interpretation. The stimuli were created by combining two generatin

atterns, each of which was a binary Julesz pattern (random dot checkerboard).

e

e

In these patterns, the state of each square element is chosen independently to b

ither 0 (black) or 1 (white) with equal probability. A typical example of one of

c

these generating patterns is shown in figure 2(a). The generating patterns were

omputed on a 64 by 64 grid, as is shown in the figure.

g

p

Composite images were made by using the values of the binary generatin

atterns as the digits of a 2-bit binary number, resulting in values between 0 and

-

i

3 (inclusive). Successive frames in the sequence were created by spatially shift

ng each of the generating patterns by one check-width (with wrap-around) prior

to combination. One of the generating patterns was moved from left-to-right,
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e

t

while the other was moved in the opposite direction at an equal rate. I shall us

he symbol L to refer to the luminance of the region whose index has digits i

a

i j

nd j when represented in binary form.

An useful way of describing the stimuli is as follows: let i( x , y , t ) represent

u

a given stimulus, and let a( x , y ) and b( x , y ) be the binary generating patterns

sed to create it. It is convenient to assume that the binary values of the gen-

c

erating patterns a and b represent the values ±1, so that they represent a pure

ontrast signal with no DC component. The stimulus i can then be expressed in

i

terms of the contrasts of the generating patterns:

( x , y , t ) = L I
L 1 + C a( x − t , y ) + C b( x + t , y ) + C a( x − t , y ) b( x + t , y ) M

O,

where

mean a b ab

L =
4

L + L + L + Lhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh , the mean luminance,mean
11 10 01 00

a
mean

11 10 01 00C =
4 L

L − L + L − Lhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh ,the contrast of rightward-moving pattern a

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh , the contrast of leftward-moving pattern b
LL + L − L −

L
C =

4b
mean

11 10 01 00

ab
mean

11 10 01 00C =
4 L

L − L − L + Lhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh , the contrast of the product pattern ab.

c

Some illustrative examples are shown in figure 2. Figure 2(a) shows a typi-

al noise pattern used for the generating patterns a and b. The remainder of the

-

t

panels in figure 2 are space-time plots of a single scan line of the composite pat

ern, with the space axis running horizontally, and the time axis running
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ertically, with time increasing from top to bottom. Figure 2(b) illustrates the

dcase L = L = 0, and L = L = 1, for which C , the contrast of the rightwar00 10 01 11 a

bb a e

w

moving pattern a has a value of 1, and C and C are zero. The converse cas

here C = 1 and C = 0 is shown in figure 2(c). It will be remembered that in

s

b a

pace-time plots such as these, orientation corresponds to velocity; hence the

e

g

strongly oriented patterns in figures 2(b) and 2(c) indicate the motions of th

enerating patterns.

Figure 2(d) shows the case L = 1 , L = 0 and L = L =
2
1hh . This

c

11 00 10 01

orresponds to additive transparency, which would be obtained by combining the

hh ,
1
2

patterns in figures 2(b) and 2(c) with a beam splitter. In this case C = C =a b

a abnd C = 0. Note that in the figure both orientations are clearly seen; when the

animated sequence is viewed, both directions of motion are seen.

Figure 2(e) shows the case L = L = L = 0, L = 1. This corresponds to

t

00 01 10 11

he logical AND of the two patterns, and can be interpreted as the dark elements

C

of one pattern occluding the elements of the other. In this case,

= C = C = 1. As in figure 3(d), visual inspection of the space-time plot

r

a b ab

eveals that both orientations are clearly visible, and when the animated sequence

s

is viewed both directions of motion are seen. In this display, however, most

ubjects report that the pattern "twinkles" while the motion is being depicted.
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he central hypothesis of this paper is that this perception of twinkle is directly

related to the nonlinear distortion product having contrast C . A space timeab

-

t

plot of one scan line of this distortion product is shown in figure 2(f). This pat

erns is obtained by setting L = L = 0, and L = L = 1. In this case,

a

00 11 01 10

b abC = C = 0, and C = 1. Note that if the values of a and b are defined to be 0

l

e

and 1 (instead of ±1) then the "product" pattern could be computed as the logica

xclusive-OR of the generating patterns. Although the pattern appears structured

d

when compared to figure 2(a) (which as a space-time plot would represent

ynamic random noise), the conspicuous oriented features which are visible in

e

s

figures 2(d) and 2(e) are now absent. Structures oriented at ±45 degrees can b

een, but these structures are second order textural features. This can be seen by

d

t

observing the figure with optical defocus; when the image is blurred, the oriente

exture patterns become hard to see, and the figure becomes hard to distinguish

t

from the completely random pattern in figure 2(a). As might be expected from

hese observations, when this product pattern is viewed as an animated sequence,

t

d

little coherent motion is seen; in fact, informal observations suggest that for shor

urations (100 ms. or less) sequences of this type cannot be discriminated from

actual dynamic random noise.

A slice of the full four dimensional parameter space is shown in figure 3.

tIn figure three it is assumed that L is held constant to a value of 1, and tha11
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fL and L are equal. Each point in the plot corresponds to a particular pair o01 10

00 01values for L and L . The pattern formed by the logical AND of the two gen-

t

erating patterns, which was shown in figure 2(e), is represented by the point in

he lower left corner. The point in the lower right corner represents the comple-

hh1
2

i

ment of the exclusive-OR pattern from figure 2(f). The line with the slope of

s the locus of points which correspond to purely additive combinations of the

s

a

generating patterns; different points on the line have different mean luminance

nd different contrast values. The parabolic curve corresponds to purely multi-

plicative combinations.

It is possible to label each point in figure 3 with the percept evoked by the

l

corresponding stimulus. Stimuli represented by the multiplicative and additive

oci are generally perceived to consist of rightward and leftward motions, with

r

l

no superimposed flicker or twinkle. Stimuli represented at the upper and lowe

eft corners of the plot (AND and OR) also evoke the perception of both left-

.

T

ward and rightward motion, but in addition are generally perceived to twinkle

he XOR stimulus represented by the point in the lower right hand corner of

fl

figure 3 does not evoke any coherent motion percept, but simply appears to

icker.

These observations suggested the following hypotheses: first, that the per-

ception of motion to the right occurs when the contrast C exceeds a certaina
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hreshold, the precise value of which is subject to masking effects due to C and

Cab

b

(with an identical dependence of the perception of leftward motion upon the

value of C ). Secondly, that the perception of noise or twinkle occurs when theb

ab a

a

value of C exceeds another threshold, which again is subject to masking by C

nd C . Lastly, the values L which are used to compute these contrasts for the

p

b i j

urposes of predicting thresholds are not the raw screen luminances, but rather

a

the luminances transformed by any nonlinear processes which precede motion

nalysis in the visual system. The rationale for the final hypothesis is that if the

o

visual system were optimized for perceiving multiplicative transparency (as

ccurs with shadows), then it might be useful to precede motion analysis by a

-

d

logarithmic nonlinearity; after such a nonlinearity, independent motions of sha

ows and shaded objects could be recovered by linear spatio-temporal filters,

-

g

such as those proposed by Watson and Ahumada (1985), and Adelson and Ber

en (1985). The purpose of the experiments described in this paper was to

f

t

gather evidence concerning such an early nonlinearity by determining which o

he stimuli represented in figure 3 evoked the minimal amount of the "twinkle"

e

percept. In the case of no early nonlinearity, the twinkle free zone would be

xpected to straddle the linear "additive" locus of figure 3. In the presence of

e

p

logarithmic compression, on the other hand, it would be expected to follow th

arabolic "multiplicative" locus.
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3. METHODS

The stimuli were generated using an Adage RDS3000 digital raster graphics

f

system under the control of a PDP11/73 computer. A single sequence made up

rom a pair of generating patterns was used for the entire experiment. The index

l

of the color of each region (0-3) was stored in the frame buffer memory; the

uminance associated with each color was controlled by writing the correspond-

w

ing entry in a hardware color lookup table (LUT). Each frame in the sequence

as stored in a 64 by 64 array of pixels in the frame buffer memory. A

o

fi

hardware zoom feature was exploited to allow this small amount of memory t

ll the entire display screen. This allowed all 64 frames in the cycle to be

y

c

stored in the frame buffer simultaneously; the frames could then be cycled b

hanging the settings of hardware pan and scroll registers. The frames were

presented at a rate of 60 Hz with no interlace.

The stimuli were displayed on a 19" video monitor (Mitsubishi, model C-

-

n

3919N/C). Calibration was performed using a photodiode (United Detector Tech

ology, detector head model 248, optometer model 61), equipped with a pho-

e

i

tometric correction filter and a lens which imaged the screen on the photodiod

n order to measure luminance. This was done with full-screen uniform fields at

t

each setting of the hardware lookup table. The resulting data were transformed

o log-log coordinates, where a piecewise linear fit was performed to generate a

smooth function relating display luminance to input setting. This function was
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e

v

then inverted to generate a software table used to convert desired luminanc

alues to hardware settings. This mapping was done at a fairly low software

w

level, so the experimenter was able to deal exclusively in luminance units

ithout concern for the mechanics of gamma correction.

s

m

The viewing distance was 3 meters, from which the small square element

aking up the patters subtended 5 minutes of arc, making the total extent of the

t

e

display slightly greater than 5 degrees. Since the patterns moved by one elemen

ach frame transition, and the frame rate was 60 Hz (noninterlaced), the resulting

d

drift velocities were ± 5 degrees per second. The stimuli were presented for a

uration of 1 second. Subjects were instructed to look directly at the stimuli; no

l

attempt was made to insure that the subjects maintained steady fixation, so it is

ikely that during the course of the trials that some pursuit eye movements were

r

s

made in response to one or both of the motions. No attempt was made to fix o

tabilize the head.

The only parameter which was varied on a trial-by-trial basis was the

y

r

assignment of luminances to each of the four pixel types (accomplished b

eprogramming the video LUT). Each stimulus could then be described by four

numbers, representing the luminances of each of the four species of pixel.

In the experiment, L was held fixed at a value of 100 cd/m , and L was11
2

00

2 theld fixed at a value equal to 1/9 of this or 11 cd/m . The constraint tha
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eL = L was also imposed; this luminance was varied from trial to trial. Not10 01

10 01 11 00 e

o

that when L and L equal the arithmetic mean of L and L , then the cas

f additive transparency is obtained, whereas when they equal the geometric

dmean we obtain the case of multiplicative transparency. Trial values for L an10

L01 were obtained using the formula

L = L = α L + ( 1 − α ) L ,

w
01 10 11 00

here the parameter α was varied between 0 and 1, sampled at intervals of

shh , regardless of the value
1
2

o

0.025. Additive transparency is obtained when α =

f L and L . The value of α corresponding to the geometric mean, on the00 11

00 11 e

L

other hand, does does depend on L and L ; for the present case, wher

=
9

hLhhh , the geometric mean has a value of
3

hLhhh , which corresponds to

α

00
11 11

= 0.25. The stimuli generated under these conditions are represented in figure

3 by the vertical dashed line at the left side of the figure.

Of course, this one-dimensional slice through the four dimensional parame-

s

ter space of luminance settings represents only a small fraction of the possible

timuli. Preliminary investigations revealed however, that this subset encom-

h

m

passed the perceptual categories of interest: for intermediate values of α, smoot

otion transparency with no "twinkle" was seen, whereas subjects generally

)agreed that the stimulus seemed to twinkle at the extremes α = 0 (dark occluders
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and α = 1 (light occluders).

On each trial subjects were asked to respond whether or not they saw twin-

-

t

kling in addition to motion. The value of the parameter α on each trial was con

rolled by a staircase procedure. The values were sampled from a discrete set

s

w

which ranged between 0 and 1 in uniform increments of 0.025. Two staircase

ere run, one of which was started at α = 0.25, and the other at α = 0.75. The

n

staircase which started at α = 0.25 was designed to increase the variable lumi-

ance if the subject reported twinkle, and to decrease it otherwise. The other

-

b

staircase which was started at α = 0.75 responded with the opposite type of feed

ack. Thus the two staircases traced out two complementary limbs of a U-

0

p

shaped function. Data was collected in blocks of 100 trials, consisting of 5

airs of trials, one from each staircase. The order of the staircases within each

pair was varied in accordance with a pseudo-random number generator.

Two subjects were run: one (the author) was an experienced psychophysical

a

observer very much aware of the purpose of the experiment. The other (LL) was

college undergraduate who had had some practice at making psychophysical

a

judgments but was naive with respect to the purpose of the experiment. An

ttempt was made to run a third subject (an inexperienced college undergradu-

b

ate), but this subject did not report twinkle at any value of the parameter α

etween 0 and 1, although he did report seeing two planes of motion for all

tvalues. It is possible that he did not completely understand the instructions, or i
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y

c

may reflect large individual differences in sensitivity to noise when masked b

oherent motion.

4. RESULTS

Typical data from a single run of the experiment are shown for two subjects

v

in figure 4. In addition to the proportion of "twinkle seen" responses at each

alue of the parameter α, each graph also shows the number of staircase trials

n

d

presented, which give a rough indication of the reliability of the the proportio

ata.

The data were analyzed by splitting the resulting data sets in the center por-

z

tion of the U where twinkle was never seen. (There was always a large dead

one between the two limbs of the U, so there was no problem deciding where

e

to break the data, as there might have been if the bottom of the U had not

xtended all the way to zero.) Each of the two limbs was then fit with a cumu-

p

lative Gaussian. Each fit minimized the squared deviations by varying two

arameters: the position of the inflection point, and the slope or semi-

t

s

interquartile distance (SIQD). The fitting procedure was a weighted leas

quares probit analysis, which is described in detail by Mulligan and MacLeod

-

c

(1988). This fitting procedure utilized all of the observations (not just the stair

ase reversals).
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s

d

Each observer ran four blocks, each of which was fit individually a

escribed above. Figure 5 shows the mean results for the two subjects. The

c

curves were drawn by hand using the mean parameters from the fitting pro-

edure. The fits yielded the horizontal location of the inflection point (which is

e

plotted) and the semi-interquartile distance, which is indicated by the laterally

xtending bars.

It should be noted that there are two scales given for the x-axis in fig. 5:

t

a

the lower scale indicates the variable luminance as a fraction of the (fixed) ligh

nd dark luminances in the pattern. The upper scale indicates the absolute lumi-

t

nance (in arbitrary units). Because the luminance of the dark cells was chosen

o be exactly 1/9 of that of the brightest cells, the geometric mean of the light

v

and dark values corresponds to 1/3 of the maximum, which corresponds to a

alue of 0.25 on the lower scale. It was considered desirable to have a non-zero

,

w

minimum luminance in order that there would be a well-defined geometric mean

hich would be the predicted value of the variable luminance to minimize twin-

kle in the presence of a logarithmic transformation.

The two small arrows at the bottom of the figure indicate the midpoint of

e

t

the range spanning the two mean inflection points, i.e. the midpoint of the "pur

ransparency" zone. These are our estimates of the location of the bottoms of

-

t

the U-shaped functions. These both lie slightly to the right of 0.5 on the frac

ional scale (which corresponds to the arithmetic mean of the light and dark
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uminances). The geometric mean (luminance 1/3) can be seen to lie at the edge

5

of the noise-free zone.

. DISCUSSION

Unlike the results, of Stoner et al. (1990), the findings reported in the

-

n

current study are not consistent with smoothest transparency occurring for lumi

ances consistent with actual physical transparency or translucency. Although

s

(

the range of luminances where no flicker or twinkle is seen is wide, and include

barely) the case corresponding to multiplicative transparency (shadows) at one

g

extreme, it is clearly more closely centered on the arithmetic mean than on the

eometric mean. The range of luminances used by by Stoner et al. included

n

t

values corresponding to partial transparency (translucency), which fall betwee

he geometric mean and the lower limit of values in the present experiment.

s

o

Many of these values produced incoherent component motion in the experiment

f Stoner et al. but produced significant amounts of visual noise in the present

"

experiments. Stoner et al. concluded from their result that the visual system

knows" about transparency, and exploits this knowledge in the interpretation of

t

a

visual motion. If this were the case, one might expect that this knowledge migh

lso suppress the perception of visual noise when presented with the stimuli

t

o

from the present experiment which also could have been produced by translucen

bjects. How can one explain the apparent conflict of the present results with
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hose of Stoner et al.? One possibility is that their stimulus (plaids made from

e

t

thin criss-crossing stripes) contains strong figural cues to the two patterns: th

wo patterns which are seen as transparent when moved can be easily segmented

s

even in the static case; in fact, a motivated observer can probably cause the

tatic pattern to be seen transparently, much in the way that observers can "will"

i

Necker cube reversals. The two components of random dot stimulus employed

n the present experiments, however, cannot be segmented in the absence of

b

motion. This stimulus is more likely, therefore, to tell us something about

ottom-up stimulus transformations that occur in the analysis of motion. The

f

t

results of Stoner et al. can be interpreted as powerful evidence of the effects o

op-down processing on the resolution of ambiguity in the motion system.

d

b

The results of the present study are reminiscent of an earlier result reporte

y Anstis and Mather (1985). They created an ambiguous apparent motion

a

s

stimulus by presenting a light bar and a dark bar on a grey background. After

mall delay, the positions of the two bars were exchanged. They found that

g

various motion percepts could be evoked depending on the luminance of the

rey background. When the background luminance was equal to the luminance

w

of one of the bars, that bar disappeared against the background, and the bar

hich remained visible was seen jumping back and forth between the the two

h

b

positions. When the background luminance was changed slightly, so that bot

ars were visible, but one at much greater contrast, the bar with higher contrast
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emained the one which was seen to move. For a range of intermediate back-

m

ground luminances, however, a neutral percept resulted, in which either no

otion was seen, or both bars were seen moving in opposite directions. They

n

called the luminance value in the center of this range the "indifference lumi-

ance." Two hypotheses for the value of the indifference luminance were: 1)

b

the indifference luminance would be the arithmetic mean of the light and dark

ar luminances, corresponding to equal luminance changes; or 2) the

r

l

indifference luminance would be the geometric mean of the light and dark ba

uminances, corresponding to equal edge contrasts. They found that the data

n

o

validated hypothesis 1, i.e. the indifference luminance was the arithmetic mea

f the bar luminances, a result similar to that found in the present experiments.

a

The paradigm introduced by Anstis and Mather has recently been restudied

nd generalized to color by Shioiri, Cavanagh and Favreau (1989). Unlike

-

l

Anstis and Mather, Shioiri et al. found evidence for a weak compressive non

inearity, i.e. they measured an indifference luminance slightly less than the

o

t

arithmetic mean of the test luminances. Their results were still much closer t

he arithmetic mean than to the geometric mean however. One possibility is that

,

W

they were observing effects of the retinal nonlinearity first reported by MacLeod

illiams and Makous (1985), and subsequently studied by Chen and Makous

(1990).
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study suggest that the appearance of noise or twinkle in

e

o

addition to motion in complex motion displays is well described by an additiv

r linear decomposition, such as spatio-temporal Fourier components. Such a

l

f

decomposition is not what would be required to separate common environmenta

eatures like shadows from underlying reflectance patterns. The results suggest a

c

high degree of linearity in the pathway subserving visual motion processing,

onsistent with that reported by Anstis and Mather (1985).
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9. FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Examples of the luminances resulting from the combination of

m

binary generating patterns using rules corresponding to a variety of physical

echanisms. a) Additive combination of two binary patterns, each of whose ele-

i

ments are either black or a particular gray level. These luminances would result

f the two patterns were combined by shining two projectors onto the same

y

p

screen. b) Luminances arising from the multiplicative combination of two binar

atterns, such as occurs when one pattern is used to illuminate another. c)

)

W

Luminances arising from transparent occlusion of one pattern by another. d

hen synthetic stimuli are generated by computer, one is not constrained to

y

b

simulate physical combination rules, and the four luminances in the matrix ma

e set to arbitrary values (which may or may not correspond to one of the situa-

F

tions diagrammed in panels a-c).

igure 2: a) A representative binary generating pattern. b-f) Space-time plots of

m

a single scan line of a single animated sequence resulting from different assign-

ents of the pixel luminances. In panels (b) and (c), the luminances are set so

g

p

that only a single direction of motion is visible. In panel (d), the two generatin

atterns are combined additively; both leftward and rightward motions are seen

fi

simultaneously, corresponding to the two prominent orientations visible in the

gure. In panel (e), the luminances are set using an occlusion rule (which
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orresponds to taking the logical-AND of panels (b) and (c)). When presented

e

s

with this stimulus, subjects report seeing both directions of motion (as with th

timulus illustrated in panel (d)), plus an additional component of noise or "twin-

i

kle." When the generating patterns are combined as is shown in figure (f), which

s the logical exclusive-OR of panels (b) and (c), only twinkle is seen. The

n

p

image in panel (e) can be described as a linear combination of the images i

anels (d) and (f).

Figure 3: A two dimensional slice through the four dimensional stimulus space

tgenerated by varying the element luminances. L is assumed to have a constan11

00 e

r

value of 1. The abcissa represents the value of L , while the ordinat

epresents the values of L and L , which are assumed to be equal. The linear

l

01 10

ocus with a slope of
2
1hh corresponds to stimuli generated as additive combina-

t

tions of the generating patterns; the leftmost point of this locus corresponds to

he stimulus depicted in figure 2(d). The parabolic locus corresponds to stimuli

t

p

generated as multiplicative combinations of the generating patterns; the leftmos

oint of this locus represents the stimulus shown in figure 2(e), which can also

l

be computed as the logical AND of the generating patterns. The point at the

ower right hand corner of the figure, labelled XOR, represents the stimulus

n

i

which is the complement of the exclusive-OR of the generating patterns (show

n un-complemented form in figure 2(f)). The vertical dashed line on the left
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ide of the figure corresponds to the stimuli presented in the experiment. This

fi

line segment is parameterized by α, which was varied between 0 and 1. The

gure illustrates that as alpha is varied, both the multiplicative and additive

F

forms of transparency can be obtained.

igure 4: Raw data from a typical block of 100 trials for subjects JBM and LL.

n

The abcissa is the fractional luminance parameter α. The vertical bars plot the

umber of staircase trials at each sampled value, indicated by the scale at the left

a

of the figure. The squares connected by heavy lines show the proportion of tri-

ls for which the subjects reported seeing "twinkle" in addition to the two

F

motions.

igure 5: Summary data for subjects JBM and LL, similar to figure 4. The

s

o

points plotted represent the mean values of the abscissas of the inflection point

f the cumulative guassians which were fit to each set of raw data. The lateral

s

"error bars" are not error bars in the usual sense, but show the mean of the

emi-interquartile difference of the fit curves. The curves in the figure were

a

drawn by eye to be consistent with the mean parameter values. The small

rrows near the center of the figure indicate the mean value of both sets of

e

t

inflection points (for each subject), providing an estimate of the center of th

winkle-free zone.
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